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2021 Starcraft Super Lite 241BH $22
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Description 2021 Starcraft Super Lite 241BH, Starcraft Super Lite travel trailer 241BH
highlights: Double-Size Bunks Rear Corner Bath U-Shaped Dinette Queen Bed
Bedroom Laundry Chute Large Slide ? If you've been looking for the perfect travel
trailer for your family, look no further than this Super Lite that can sleep eight
people. The kids or guests will love the double-size bunks while you enjoy the
private bedroom just like you do at home. The chef of the family can prepare
breakfast on the three-burner cooktop, and everyone can sit around the U-shaped
dinette . Spend your day hiking or swimming at the lake, and the rear corner bath
will allow you to clean up before dinner. This model also includes an outdoor
kitchen where you can cook up your catch of the day! ? Lightweight, adventurous,
and full of amenities, the Starcraft Super Lite travel trailer will allow you to spend
more time enjoying your surroundings and less time focusing on anything else.
The Super Lite has a fully walkable roof , flexible LP lines for less corrosion,
fiberglass insulation, and tinted safety-glass windows. On the exterior, you'll find
helpful features, like a lighted, oversized pass-through storage compartment,
magnetic baggage door catches, self-adjusting electric brakes, and solid swing-
down steps at the main entry. The interior hardwood cabinets and durable
residential vinyl flooring provide a great base for the rest of the amenities, and the
LED TV with built-in radio and Bluetooth is going to be fabulous for entertaining
your group at the end of a long and exhausting day.

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: WU53871
VIN Number: 35490-WU53871
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 29
GVW: 7400
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 1
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